54	THE BAGHDAD AIR MAIL
Suppose there are two Vernons flying east on the Mail,
and they are passing over L.G. VI. Each of them has a
wireless call sign into which the wireless operator turns
the number of the aircraft when he sends the message.
If I were in the Verrion working wireless, I might send,
for example, "To all Air Mail Stations (which means
Heliopolis, Abu Suweir, Ramleh, Amman, Ramadi and
Baghdad), Vernons No. 7134 and No- 7135, O.K. pass-
ing L.G. VI at 13.30 hours G.M.T. Landing to refuel
at L.G. V, Two cars seen going west 5 miles west of
L.G. VI at 13.25 hours. One car about amilebehind
stopped but does not appear to be in trouble/' Thus
the authorities in Egypt and Iraq were supplied with in-
formation about everything that was happening along the
route. The aeroplane that was working the wireless
always flew behind, in order not only to be able to see the
track, but also the other aeroplane or aeroplanes. The
wireless aerial was unwound out of the hull, and it had a
lead weight on the end so that it trailed under the aero-
plane. Before landing the pilot had to be careful to see
that the wireless operator had reeled in the aerial; and
when he sent his last message on sighting his destination
he would include the words "winding in," to show that
he was shutting down his wireless. This procedure, of
course, also applied to any landing made in the desert.
At Ramadi there was a wireless station in a little building
where the people on the Air Mail used to spend the night
on the way. The building was in a barbed-wire serai,
or enclosure, which included a petrol store for the Mail
aeroplanes. This building came to be called "Ye olde
Windinge Inne" because the wireless operators had to
wind in their aerials when landing at Ramadi.
Each aeroplane that carried wireless was equipped with

